Addendum No.1

Date Issued: February 19, 2019
RFP Name: Stair Treads for Bridger, Korte and Procter
RFP# 2019-PUR-005

Below is the change to the specifications of the Stair trend:

The stair tread specification has changed to Roppe# 97- Raised circle vantage design. Bridger needs the base changed to 4.5” in lieu of the 6” base.

Question and Answer (in blue below):

Proctor:

1. Please confirm no work at highlighted exterior stair
   Yes, no work at highlighted exterior stairs.

2. Please confirm treads/risers & stringers replaced at Gym/Stage stairs (no work shown)
   Work will be done by ISD.

3. Please confirm if resilient stringers are to be replaced
   No, the resilient strings are not to be replaced.

Bridger:

1. Please confirm Roppe #99 Tread for all stairs is acceptable (no risers)
   Changing to Roppe# 97 - Raised circle vantage design.

2. Please confirm the standard Roppe #95/99 - 12” tread and 1-3/4” nosing is acceptable for a 13” substrate and 2-1/4” nosing (currently what is installed)
   Changing to Roppe# 97 - Raised circle vantage design.

3. Please confirm no caution grit tape is to be installed in this scope of work
   Yes, no caution grit tape is to be installed.

4. Please confirm we are to install a full size tread and remove the VCT necessary at the top landing of two (2) stairs
   No, we are not replacing VCT on landings.
5. Please confirm no work at intermediate and 2nd floor landings at the VCT to reducer transition at two (2) stairs (currently what is installed)
   Yes, no work at these areas.

General Questions:
1. Please confirm Roppe #99 tread only with 6" Roppe base as riser is acceptable
   Changing to Roppe# 97 - Raised circle vantage design; Bridger only needs the 4.5” instead of the 6” Riser.